A religious and civil action
for young adults who desire to become citizens of the world

Miss Bonhumeure in foster home with Lisa (Italy)

We shall not achieve anything as long as citizen participation is the result of a public policy and not
an involvement from each citizen. This is up to wishing citizens to take action and up to the
government to accompany them.
Ilse (Holland)

As written by a former French prime minister office counsellor:
“Salvation will come when the government apparatus brings itself
out into the world”. This is the price to pay for Democracy (People’s
government by the people).
On a social level, we think that the most pressing need concerns
young people: they are our future and by far the most suffering.
Jobs are scarce and precarious. Those who are without any family
support are condemned to lead a zombie life, get into drugs or fail
into delinquency.
The “Monastère du Gai-rire” (a
French word game meaning
cheerful laugh to promote
healing) is an ecumenical place,
staunchly secular. It proposes a
religious and civil training to
young people over 18 wishing to
become citizens of the world,
happy and responsible.

Liam (USA) and Baptiste

This training lasts a year; each and every one is able to leave at any
time if he or she wishes to do so.
In this lay monastery nothing is mandatory. However, for each and
every one to be happy and the monastery to fulfil its vocation, it is
highly recommended to foster the sense of humour, to cultivate
tenderness, docility, availability and perseverance.
What a classic monastery enables for believers, willing to retreat
from the world and pray for the world, we propose it to atheists or
believers who wish to stay in the world while learning to connect to Life (religatus and religans:
connected and connecting to life according to Cicero).
We invite them to spend a time dedicated to human happiness,
away from their everyday concerns.
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Cora (Spain) and Christel (Chile)

For two years we have welcome young people from Spain, Chile,
New Zealand, Japan, Germany, Canada, United States of America,
Great Britain, France, Italy, Malta, and Holland…
So far they have just tasted this proposal: learning to become world
citizens, responsible for their own happiness.
Their visit launched our desire to propose one year training.
Today, as part of our association “Hisse et Aime”, the “Monastère
oecuménique et laïc du Gai-rire” is proposing to young people from
all over the world a training or additional training as “social
worker”.
This is a specific training, adapted to each one.
Samuel (France) and Daniel (Germany), learning vineyard in Anjou

Are you interested?
Do you know somebody
who might be interested?

It lasts a year and is a religious and civil action for young adults aspiring to become world citizens,
happy, responsible, solidary and self-reliant.
This action takes place in metropolitan France, 40km from Rennes, Sein Island and Guadeloupe.
Sharing a dish prepared by Kaede (Japan)
Philippe and Romeo (Malta)

Being members of the laity, we are just trying to achieve what many enlightened clerics from all faiths
have always tried to achieve: Peace in the world and inner peace.
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ILLUSTRATION
During winter of 2019, young adults having already spent a few weeks in our lay monastery are
invited to Guadeloupe. They will stay for six months; during summer of 2019 a preliminary nautical
training will be provided on Sein Island.
We are not offering them fun and games.
Sterenn, Hisse&Aime’s boat
in Guadeloupe

They will be working within the framework of the association “Hisse
et Aime” and the Guadeloupian association “Nou la Osi”.
“Nou la Osi”, due to their social and environmental innovation, has
been awarded the first overseas prize from “La France s’engage”
(“France is committed”) Foundation.
During April or May
of
2020,
being
qualified
in
sea
navigation, they may
travel back to Europe
“boat itch- hiking”,
they will benefit from
our recommendation
to fellow boats.

Young Guadeloupians from the “Nou la Osi”
association, willing to train as “social worker” in
metropolitan France, will also be able to travel on
fellow boats.

Nou La Osi’s saintoise (dinghy from Les Saintes)

They will live as apprentice in the “Monastère du Gai-rire”, where accommodation and food will be
provided. Should they decide later to follow a diploma course in Rennes, for example in university, we
will provide help.
We think it’s about time, in France, to apply our policy of laicity, in the way that was shaped by its
founder. This would avoid discriminations due to our ignorance of Ferdinand Buisson’s advocated
ethic.
If we wish to stop all kind of religious fanaticism, terrorism, popular discontent, we have to reach the
peace of soul.
Le Petit Prince, Hisse&Aime’s boat
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Whatever our age, we can always learn how to love.
Brigitte (Canada) with Laura

Samuel’s dancing with Marina in foster home

Hélène and Lisa, clown workshop

Hamish (UK)

Samuel, apprentice ship’s carpenter

Pascal and Carolyn (New Zeland)

Monastère œcuménique et laïc du Gai-rire
Les Vallées, 35 750 Saint Malon sur Mel – France

Association « Hisse et Aime »
47 rue Abbé Le Borgne, 29 990 Ile de Sein - France

www.hisseetaime.monasteredugairire.org
www.monasteredugairire.org
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